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This poster will describe a taped-out 2×2 mm 1.3 M-transistor test chip in IBM 130 nm designed using our new Python-based hardware modeling framework. The goal of our tapeout was to demonstrate the ability of this framework to enable Agile hardware design flows.

PyMTL: A Unified Framework for Vertically Integrated Computer Architecture Research. Computer architects have long traded off simulation time and accuracy by leveraging multiple modeling abstractions including functional-level (FL), cycle-level (CL), and register-transfer-level (RTL) modeling. However, these modeling abstractions each use distinct languages, design patterns, and tools, creating a large impediment to vertically integrated, iterative refinement of a design from algorithm, to exploration, to implementation. PyMTL is a unified and highly productive framework for FL, CL, and RTL modeling based on a common high-productivity language (Python2.7) [1]. The PyMTL framework consists of model specifications and tools. Different tools (e.g., Simulation Tool, Verilog Translation Tool) act on the model specification to provide various outputs (e.g., simulation traces, VCD dumps, Verilog for use with commercial EDA toolflows). In addition to enabling incremental refinement from algorithm to hardware implementation, the framework also supports automated testing and integration of PyMTL-generated Verilog, multi-level co-simulation of FL, CL, and RTL models, as well as construction of highly parameterized RTL chip generators.

PyMTL for Computer Architecture Test Chips. Computer architecture test chips are a key aspect in Agile hardware design flows that reduce the cost of validation by rapidly iterating towards "building the right thing" [2]. Test chips build research credibility while also providing highly reliable power and energy estimates for new techniques. Design methodologies differ significantly between large-scale commercial chips and small computer architecture test chips. Design methodologies for commercial chips target high-volume and high-yield production and depend on large teams to overcome design challenges. Design methodologies for test chips target low volumes with reasonable yield and overcome design challenges despite small teams with limited resources. Agile hardware design flows can help small teams address the tremendous challenges associated with building chips. One such environment can be created by combining the PyMTL framework with a highly automated standard-cell design flow. PyMTL provides the unified design and testing environment for not only FL, CL, and RTL models but also for post-synthesis and post-PAR gate-level models. Embracing a highly automated standard-cell design flow allows small teams to meet low-volume and reasonable-yield production targets while shortening the time to tapeout.

Such development environments can potentially enable rapid design iteration from RTL to layout as well as a validated gate-level netlist within a day.

PyMTL in Practice: Detailed Methodology and ASIC Test Chip. Figure 1 shows BRGTC1, a taped-out 2×2 mm 1.3 M-transistor chip in IBM 130 nm designed and implemented using the PyMTL hardware modeling framework. Our design methodology uses PyMTL not only for design but also for composition with a commercial high-level synthesis (HLS) toolflow. The PyMTL RTL design is translated to Verilog RTL to target both a Xilinx-based FPGA and a Synopsys-based ASIC backend. The PyMTL testing framework features integration with mature, full-featured software testing tools (i.e., pytest). PyMTL-based testing enables using the same test vectors to validate the PyMTL FL/CL/RTL designs, the Verilog RTL design, the programmed FPGA logic, the post-synthesis gate-level netlist, and the post-PAR gate-level netlist. With this approach, bugs found at each level of abstraction help improve the same test suite used across all levels. For example, FPGA emulation helped catch reset bugs not previously caught in four-state RTL simulation. After fixing our design, our new test vectors for these corner cases helped validate both FPGA and ASIC backend designs. Our ASIC backend was highly automated, enabling our small team to trim tapeout-ready layout with new RTL design features within a day.

Our experience with BRGTC1 demonstrates the potential of the PyMTL framework to enable Agile hardware design flows for future computer architecture test chips.
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